
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

TRANSCRIPT VIDEO MARKETING 

A N  I C A  B U S I N E S S  E X P R E S S  T R A I N I N G  M O D U L E  

With Robyn Logan 
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Video Marketing with Robyn 
Hi Robyn Logan here with video marketing.  

Why Use Video 

 Human Element 

 Attention Currency  

 Converts Well 

 Fast 

 Efficient 

In this module we are going to look at why we should use 

video as a coach. There’s an article in the resources section 

on the 18 big video marketing statistics and what they mean 

for your business and it’s a great demonstration of all the 

reasons why you should be using video in your marketing. 

The first one is that video is a humanizing element of your 

brand and as a coach you probably going to have clients in 

countries from all around the world and they probably have 

never even met you. So to get out and show people who you 

are on the video is a really powerful thing.  

This is called the attention currency or the currency of 

attention which is basically that online you really have no 

more than 45 seconds before somebody leaves your 

website. So if you can engage people in your content in the 

first 45 seconds then they’re not going to leave. Video is a 

great way keeping people on your website.  
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It also converts really well - the statistics show that if you 

have video on the landing page of your website people more 

likely to fill out your form and to download some of your 

resources.  

It’s also really fast, a really fast way to communicate your 

brand to your potential clients.  

It’s incredibly efficient. If you think about the number of 

words you would have to write to describe something that 

you can just show in the simple image its much faster 

sometimes to use video. 

 

You Don’t Have to be a Film 

Director 
So the thing is you don’t have to be a film director. These 

days there is so much great technology out there that you 

can record and edit your videos using an iPhone or a smart 

phone. You need a few accessories but their really not that 

expensive. Of course, you can go and buy all out digital 

cameras and proper microphones and lighting kits. But in 

this video, I’m just going to show you a really cheap simple 

way to get started.  

Ok so later on the video I’m going to share with you some 

resources for actually shooting a video. But right now I’m 

going to look at the key features of a professional looking 

video.  
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They are:  

 Lighting 

 Sound  

 Location 

 Talent  

 Content and then finally your 

 Framing for composition 

Lighting 
Ok let’s get into lighting, so the main thing to do about 

lighting is don’t sit in front of the window. Its unbelievable 

how many people do this they sit in front of a window with 

the light behind them and then try to shoot a video. And the 

problem with this is that your face will be dark because the 

light is shining behind you not towards you. At the same time 

you don’t really want to sit right directly in front of the source 

of natural light. It’s much better to have it coming in from the 

side or to have it filtered in somewhere. You can also learn 

three point lighting which is we have key light, fill light and 

the back light but were not going to teach that on this video. 

If you like to Google it there are really easy way to do that as 

well with cheap lighting sit ups. 

Sound 
Good sound is more important than good lighting, framing, 

location etc.  Microphones: 

 Can buy it online for $69  

 Small 

 Inoffensive 

 Works with Smartphones 
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Ok sounds, now good sound is more important than anything 

else. It really is I’m going to say it again good sound is more 

important than good lighting, good framing or good location.  

People will turn away from a video with bad sound but if your 

sound is good quality they will tolerate bad picture or bad 

lighting. So it’s really worth investing in the sound if nothing 

else. Now I use a live Mic which is a little power Mic in an 

iPhone to record live videos we do a lot in ICA. You can buy 

them online for $69. They are really small so you can carry 

them around when you travel. Their inoffensive so that you 

can clip them on to someone quite easily and they work with 

smartphones and iPhones. So although they are many 

sound options you can Google those and some of the videos 

and later on well talk about some of those. I would highly 

recommend just going simple.  

Location 
Nothing too visually distracting or noisy. Choose a quiet, 

insulated space. 

Ok location, so you really want nothing too visually 

distracting or too noisy. You want to choose a quite insulated 

space. So in this picture there is actually nothing good about 

this venue. It wouldn’t be good outside, it wouldn’t be good 

inside and if there was a band playing it would be even 

worse. But if you were in this particular situation and you 

needed to create a video.  

I was going to back up at stairs and find the toilets and 

there’s a probably little hallway down there, or you can walk 

down the street and find the doorway, or you can go and sit 

on your car. Cars are fantastic shooting for video or at least 

shooting for a sound that you can then put the video later 

because they are insulated. So you know that thing when 

you were in the noisy restaurant and there’s no carpet and 
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there’s no curtains how the noises are very loud. Whereas if 

you’re in the good restaurant that’s got a good carpet and 

curtains and good quality furnishings the noises much better. 

The same applies to video location. 

 

Framing 
The Rule of Thirds 

Ok Framing this is one of my favorites. You really can’t go 

wrong with the rule of thirds. So if you have a look at the 

screen now you can’t see that it’s broken up into three lots 

both vertically and horizontally. What you want to do is to 

have a subject position at one of the points of the third, one 

of the access points there.  

Often it’s going to be top, right or the top left. Also important 

to look at here is the direction of the eyes. You don’t want 

the subject’s eyes looking out of the frame. You want them 

looking into the frame. This is such an easy thing to get right 

and it makes a huge difference to your videos. I will show 

you a couple of other examples.  

There’s another rule of thirds - looking towards empty space. 

That empty space is great if you are making educational 

videos because you can fill it with dot points. And here’s 

another example just with the different direction but once 

again you see him looking into the frame not out of the 

frame.  
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Content 
 Relevant, helpful & targeted 

 Ask your clients 

 Use support questions 

 Observe behaviour 

 Teach something 

 ‘How To’ 

Ok content, you want a relevant helpful and targeted 

content. Now a lot of people go to Google adwords 

keywords planner and have a look at what their customers 

are looking for and that’s fine, you can do that. But a better 

way to do it is just to ask your clients.  

So you can do that through a survey or a Forum or if you got 

a Facebook community you can ask them what do you have 

of value that they would like to learn. You can use support 

questions if you’re running a coaching business then you 

have people writing you support questions. You can take a 

couple of those and create a video. You can observe 

behaviour; you can watch what your clients are discussing 

amongst themselves in Linkedin or Facebook and then you 

can make a video of those topics. If all that fails, you can 

always teach something everybody knows something to 

teach. So teach a really short skill or piece of knowledge. 

And finally how to, they’re the most popular videos of 

YouTube. How to do anything is a really great way to create 

content. 
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Talent 
 Are you the best choice?  

 Be honest 

 Ask for feedback 

 Practice 

 Don’t be significant 

Ok talent, so the question with talent is are you the best 

choice? Are you the best talent for your videos? So you 

really need to be honest here and perhaps the way to do that 

is ask for feedback. Not everybody is going to be an 

Academy Award winner or Golden Globe winner and extra 

points for anyone who knows whose actor is this one please 

post it on the Forum.  

But it could be that you do think that you’re the best choice 

and I hope that you are because it’s ideal if you are. In which 

case, you just need to practice, practice, practice, and not be 

too significant. Don’t worry if isn’t exactly right put it out there 

get a feed back and try again. 

 

How to Shoot Great, 

Professional Looking Videos 
Let’s look at how to shoot great, professional looking videos. 

So the first thing I’m going to look at is the Wistia learning 

page. Wistia is a fantastic resource for video storage and 

video playing. It’s like a private version of YouTube. So let’s 

go and have a look at the learning center. So they’ve got lots 
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of short videos here that are really not that long so 38 

minutes in total. Download A Down And Dirty Lighting Kit if 

you want to learn about 3- point lighting. Get Loose For The 

Camera That’s Talent, Shooting Video With An IPhone this 

is a great video I’ve watch this video from them before.  

*video playing*  

I’ll stop it there and you can go and look at that later but that 

is another one that I forgot about, don’t shoot vertical video. 

So many people make this mistake. On Facebook you 

would’ve see the videos with the two black strips aside - just 

turn your phone on the side and shoot the video. So go 

ahead and look at this later - it’s a great video and it shows 

you how to get the best out of shooting with an iPhone. Also, 

choosing a microphone is a good one and then there’s lots 

of great strategies for a video (such as) length matters and 

content on how to make your videos better. And then they go 

into video marketing.  

Now while I’m here I’m just going to show you why we used 

Wistia. I’m just going to login to the ICA Wistia account going 

to the learn sites video that we are making for Businesses 

Express. And let’s go into a create a Weebly website. Ok the 

great thing about Wistia is that you upload your video into 

this platform and then there’s a whole of things you can do in 

here. You can customize your video with the appearance, 

you can change the thumb now the thumb now is the first 

image here. We can decide we don’t want this color play 

button we want a pink play button. So we can change that. 

You can go into the social bar and you can share with the 

little Twitter and Facebook icons down the bottom.  

So you can do the whole other stuff but the best thing 

that you can do if you can come down here is you can 

add a call to action. This is really powerful. So you can type 

in here get a free trial session and then you can link that to 
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your website. And that means when somebody finishes 

watching your video this screen will pop up and if linked… 

they click on that they will go to your website. So it’s a great 

way to add call to action. You can then of course add embed 

or share your content. So let me show you that again. You 

go to video actions embed. So you can actually take this 

code copy it and paste it into your website and play the video 

in your website. And the great thing about this as I post to 

YouTube is that you keep your visitors in your website. 

Whereas in YouTube it’s a bit like Facebook people get 

destracted and they all go play other YouTubes video. You 

can also just grab a link if you want your link to go into you’re 

email campaign and of course you can have a single link to 

put on Facebook or wherever you like. So that’s why we love 

Wistia. 

Ok the next thing I’m going to show you is Ryan Spangers 

videos. Ryan is a colleague of mine and he has created a 

great series of video production How To’s. This one for 

example on Optimize your YouTube Video and great tips like 

how to get the best title, what sort of information you should 

add down here, how to basically set up your YouTube page 

because it’s still worth putting your videos in YouTube 

because YouTube is one of the fastest search engines 

around.  

And then the third thing I’m going to share today is this one 

called iPhone Video Hero. Now with lots of these Video 

Tutorials Express, we not giving you any resources that 

you’ll have to spend your money on. We really made an 

effort that most things we’re providing for you are either free 

or you can have a good link to a trial. This is one example 

this guy iVideo here I’ll scroll down he talks about in his 

training everything you need to get your videos looking 

professional using an iPhone. The lessons are really easy to 

understand, the layout is really simply and it’s $97  - now 
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that doesn’t cost much money and so I highly recommend 

iVideo Hero.  

Ok so that’s a few resources you can watch to learn how to 

shoot great, professional looking videos. I’m just going to 

leave you with a whole stack of links here for stock footage. 

There’s a lot of footage for videos just like for images you 

know like Getty images and iStock Photo. There’s some 

great websites that you can actually buy stock video for ten 

seconds to a minute or two minutes things like trains going 

through a tunnel or airplanes landing, or bomb exploding, or 

parties or just about anything - very affordable and a great 

way to add a bit of professional feel to your video.  

 

Action Steps 
Take Action 

1. Read and watch the training in this module  

2. Shoot something on some device  

3. Post it to the Forum for feedback  

4. Repeat! 

The first one - read and watch the training in this module - 

this could take you a while but it’s well worth looking at all of 

the training. Then shoot something on any device - just 

some footage on some device. Edit it and post it into the 

Forum for feedback. Then you need to repeat that and 

repeat that and practice it and I promise you your videos will 

be looking fantastic and professional in really the period of 

just a couple of weeks. 


